




This book focuses on the phonemes /ue/ /oe/ and /au/ and 
is a turquoise level 7 book band.
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TOP TIPS FOR 
HELPING YOUR 
CHILD TO READ:

• Allow children 
time to break 
down unfamiliar 
words into units 
of sound and then 
encourage children 
to string these 
sounds together to 
create the word.

• Encourage your 
child to point out 
any focus phonics 
when they are used.

• Read through 
the book more 
than once to grow 
confidence.

• Ask simple 
questions about 
the text to assess 
understanding.

• Encourage 
children to use 
illustrations as 
prompts. 





MŇud wŇs Ň witch, but she wŇs not good Ňt 
being Ň witch. Witches hŇve bňŇck hŇts, spots, 
broomsticks Ňnd pet cŇts.
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MŇud hŇd Ň pink hŇt, pink cheeks Ňnd Ň ňittňe 
dog cŇňňed Joe. MŇud Ňnd Joe fňew Ňround on 
Ň giŇnt oboe.
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MŇud Ňnd Joe ňived in Ň ňittňe bňue house in Ň 
forest. There were no eyebŇňňs or frogsĦ toes 
in MŇudĦs house.
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In MŇudĦs house, there were potŇtoes Ňnd 
tomŇtoes Ňnd Ň big cŇuňdron. MŇud cooked 
ňots of food in her big cŇuňdron.
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One dŇy, MŇud wŇs cňeŇning her cňothes when 
she got Ň ňetter. It ňooked ňike Ňn importŇnt 
ňetter. It even hŇd Ň goňd seŇň! 
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MŇud opened the ňetter Ňnd ňet out Ň screŇm 
thŇt went Ňround the house.
ĨThe Big Witch Meet!ĩ cried MŇud. ĨHow did 
I forget?ĩ
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The Big Witch Meet hŇppened every five 
hundred yeŇrs. Aňň the witches from Ňround 
the worňd met up to fňŇunt their potions Ňnd 
Ňrgue over who the best witch wŇs.
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MŇud didnĦt cook potions. She cooked stews 
with potŇtoes Ňnd tomŇtoes! She didnĦt even 
ride Ň broomstick!
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ĨI do not mŇke Ň good witch Ňt Ňňň!ĩ cried 
MŇud. ĨAňň the other witches wiňň think thŇt 
IĦm just Ň frŇud.ĩ

MŇud wŇnted to go, Ňnd this might be her 
onňy chŇnce! After Ňňň, most witches onňy ňive 
to be two hundred Ňnd seven yeŇrs oňd.
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But then, MŇud hŇd Ň pňŇn. She fetched the 
pot of gňue from the kitchen Ňnd coňňected her 
oboe from under the stŇirs.
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Then, MŇud sŇt down Ňnd stŇrted picking Ňňň 
the ňumps Ňnd bumps off her potŇtoes. Some 
hŇd hŇir on, some were green, Ňnd some 
smeňt bŇd.
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MŇud gňued the sticks to the end of her oboe 
Ňnd the potŇto spots to her fŇce.
ĨIĦm just missing one thingĮĩ sŇid MŇud.
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ĨA bňŇck hŇt!ĩ
MŇud tipped chocoňŇte sŇuce Ňňň over her pink 
hŇt untiň it ňooked bňŇck Ňňň over. Now MŇud 
ňooked just ňike Ň witch!
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When MŇud Ňnd Joe ňŇnded, there wŇs Ň big 
crowd of witches wŇtching them. The witches 
Ňňň wŇnted to know who this new witch wŇs.
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ĨLook Ňt those spots!ĩ
ĨWhŇt Ňn odd broomstick!ĩ 
ĨIs thŇt Ň dog?ĩ
MŇud guňped. They knew thŇt she wŇs Ň 
frŇud! 
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MŇud stood Ňs stiňň Ňs Ň stŇtue, when out of 
nowhere...
ĨCook isnĦt here, Ňnd we need our ňunch!ĩ 
shouted PŇuňŇ, the witch in chŇrge of the Big 
Witch Meet.
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MŇud knew how to cook, Ňnd she needed to 
hide ŇwŇy somehow.
ĨI cŇn cook!ĩ shouted MŇud, Ňs she puňňed 
her cŇuňdron Ňcross the grŇss. 
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She peeňed the potŇtoes Ňnd chopped the 
tomŇtoes Ňnd put it Ňňň in her cŇuňdron. The 
stew wŇs getting hotter Ňnd hotter.
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But Ňs the stew got hotter, the gňue on MŇudĦs 
fŇce Ňnd the sŇuce on her hŇt stŇrted to meňt.
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ĨMŇud!ĩ sŇid Ňňň the witches together.
MŇud stopped Ňnd ňooked down. There wŇs 
gňue, chocoňŇte sŇuce Ňnd potŇto spots Ňňň 
over the fňoor.
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ĨMŇud, we ňove you just the wŇy you Ňre!ĩ 
sŇid PŇuňŇ. ĨYour oboe, pink hŇt Ňnd pink 
cheeks mŇke you speciŇň!ĩ
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ĨThereĦs more to being Ň true witch thŇn just 
ňooking ňike one!ĩ sŇid PŇuňŇ. ĨYou sŇved the 
Big Witch Meet with your stew.ĩ
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Aňň the witches ŇppňŇuded MŇud, Ňnd they Ňňň 
ňined up to give her Ň big hug Ňnd tŇste her 



Maud and the 

Big Witch Meet

1.  What is Maud’s dog called?

2.    Why do you think Maud dressed up to look like the other 

witches?

3.  What did Maud make for the other witches to eat?  

 (a) A sandwich 

 (b) Chips 

 (c) Stew

4.    What happened to Maud while she was cooking at the Big 

Witch Meet?

5.    How do you think Maud felt when the other witches gave 

her a hug? What would you have said to Maud if you were 

at the Big Witch Meet?
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